
                                                                                                    Agenda / Minutes   
Monday, March 30, 1:30-2:30 

Zoom  
 

Present:   Cara Kreit, Logan Wood, Nancy Willet, Farhad Zabihi 

   
 TOPIC and Time     Notes    

-  Agenda approval and minutes from 3/9/2020   

- Check in and next steps for SLOAC for spring:   
 
How does COVID-19 and move online impact spring plans 
for PSLO mapping and CSLO assessment?   
 
Plans for next steps  

 
Factors to keep in mind right now w/ decision on SLO assessment proceeding this 
spring despite COVID-19 interruptions:   
 
-high student drop rate right now; some can’t deal w/ the tech  
-variation by department  
-new methodology very quickly  
-info for how to navigate challenging times  
-benefit from increased technology  
-help us be better teachers  
-time intensive making the transition  
-eLUMEN does have capacity to pull data over the course of the semester  
-be prepared for future disruptions  
-importance w/ bandwidth  
-eLUMEN alerts eliminated  
 

CSLO assessment for spring:     

        

                          Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Council      
        

    
    



• There may be added value in assessing SLOs this semester, in part b/c this 
may not be only semester of disruption; good feedback for our teaching 
practices.  But the transition online will have affected everyone differently 
depending on their starting place, and some may not have bandwidth for 
this. Also some classes will be more impacted by sudden change online 
than others.    

• We will keep the assessment schedule as planned  but we'll send a letter 
to divisions late April to share thoughts on value of SLO assessment but 
balance w/ capacity/bandwidth.  Ultimately it is up to departments/faculty 
to decide how to accomplish 3 year assessment plan, and faculty can 
determine if they need to update/change the assessment plan due to 
disruption this spring.    

PSLO mapping:  

• SLOAC will focus on building the Excel mapping tools and/or accurate 
eLUMEN reports to share w/ departments when we feel they have the 
bandwidth.    

• Chairs/departments likely have less bandwidth now and harder for us to sit 
down with them.   We have to have these degrees/certificates mapped by 
midterm report March 2021 but may need to wait for summer/fall for 
some areas to be mapped, even if that means we won't be able to 
aggregate data for those that aren't mapped this spring.     

• Triage -- Focus on AA-Ts and AS-Ts, in connection with DART this spring; 
reschedule April 8 IVC meeting until late April/early May and ideally have 
Health Sciences/CE mapped after this meeting.  

-Logan will turn off eLUMEN alerts and check workflows for POR revisions 
- Cara will contact Gina and Cari w/ DART to see if that connections would be 
helpful w/ PSLO mapping 
-Care will draft a letter for faculty to send out late April/May  



-Cara will contact Gina and Cari about rescheduling April 8 meeting to later in 
semester w/ IVC folks.   
 

 
    


